
#1 Greg Brodeur vs. #16 Randy Sullivan 
 

Greg up early on Randy. There’s a 50% chance Greg is the drunkest guy at the final table.  
 
Greg and Randy hasn’t seen much action yet. Both just trading chips. Greg with a slight advantage so far.  
 
Greg and Randy making 1/3 pot raises makes for borrrrringggggg.  
 
Greg has just consistently chipped away at randy. As boring as it’s been it’s also been good poker. Just slowly 
grinding randy down. 3:1 chip advantage for Greg.  
 
Greg has lost his stranglehold and let Randy back in. Pot of 240. A A Q on the flop. Bet from Greg and a call from 
Randy. 10 on the turn. Checks all around. Another 10 on the river. Randy bets 200. Greg dips into the time bank. 
And eventually folds.  
 
Greg and Randy with a 200 chip pot. 4 J A on the board. 2 hearts. Greg bets. Randy folds.  
 
Greg and Randy with a pot of 550 9 3 J 2 on the board. Greg bets 350 Randy calls. 10 on the river pot of 1250. 
Randy checks as does Greg. Greg wins with a pair of Jacks and retakes the lead.  
 
Greg with a 2:1 advantage. Pot of 300. 2 8 5 board. 2 spades. Bet of 300 from randy. Greg folds.  
 
Pot of 500 for Randy and Greg. 4 J Q 3 board. Bet of 250 from randy and a call. J on river which could make a 
spade flush. Pot of 1k. Randy checks. Greg bets 400. Randy folds. 4:1 advantage for Greg now 27 minutes in.  
 
Greg and Randy. J 6 9 board. Pot of 200. Greg takes it down. Greg looking to finish this off. 
 
Greg is able to get Randy all in with AA against Q 4. Q 4 6 flop but the A hits on the turn with a blank 8 on the river. 
Greg wins. What an absurd finish!  
 


